The most adaptable console control solution
for critical operation environments

COMMAND WATCH CONSOLE CONTROL SOLUTIONS OFFERED BY

CONTROL ROOM CONSOLES

SIT/STAND CONSOLES

COMMAND WATCH

COMMAND TECH

COMMAND WATCH ADJUSTABLE

COMMAND TECH ADJUSTABLE

A modular and versatile furniture-grade console
solution designed for critical operations and
monitoring environments.

Economical and robustly designed open air slatwall
technical furniture solution with integrated power
and cable management.

Furniture grade 7x24 console furniture with
adjustable height work surfaces for operator
ergonomics and comfort.

A sit/stand console solution intended for the
emergency response & control room environments.

The modular Command Watch console is designed around
the rigorous demands of a 7x24 environment but not at
the expense of style and aesthetics. Numerous straight
and corner module options allow for extreme configurabilty
to optimize useable space within the room and maximize
operator productivity.

The Command Tech is targeted to control rooms which are
less concerned about being a showcase and simply need
to perform while staying within tight budget realities.
The Command Tech console includes all the elements
required for high productivity in a network operations
center or control room at much lower cost than a fully
enclosed console.

Monitoring applications which require the operator
to be relatively stationary can create uncomfortable
and possibly injurious working conditions.
The Command Watch Adjustable helps to alleviate
operator fatigue by providing an electronically
adjustable work surface height.

CONTROL ROOM ACCESSORIES

CUSTOM MILLWORK

MONITOR ARMS

7X24 OPERATOR SEATING

A state of the art LCD mounting system
for the Command Watch console line
of products. Bild monitor arm system is a

7X24 network operation task chairs
intended for operators sitting for
long periods of time within a critical
facility environment. Professional

highly configurable solution for multi-monitor
applications. With endless configurations
between 2 and 16 displays.

Command Tech Adjustable feature adjustable height work
surfaces for keyboards and/or monitors to help operators
customize their work space for their optimum ergonomics.
These are often used in environments which require
operators to constantly man their workstations such
as dispatch and emergency response.

VIDEO DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

computer chair that can be used in
conjunction with furniture grade console
solutions within the demanding network
operation center environment.

SLATWALL ACCESSORIES
Slatwall mountable accessories to keep
binders, manuals and important papers
within reach. The Command Watch line
of products offers a number of slatwall
accessories to help keep operators and
their console work surface clean and orderly.

LARGE DISPLAY MOUNTS
Large screen displays integrated
directly to or adjacent with your
console furniture. Easily integrate large
screeen displays to your Command
Watch or Command Tech console
configuration.

TASK LIGHTING
Versatile slatwall mountable task lighting
allows you to position the location and level
of lighting to optimal needs of the operator.
Command Watch Task Lighing is designed to
meet the demanding quality and functional
standards of the critical facility environment
providing proper illumination, preventing eye
strain and increase operator productivity.

POP-UP POWER / DATA / USB
Ensure that power, network and USB
connections are always within reach
of operators.

CUSTOM MILLWORK

MATRIX DATA WALL

Custom accessories to match consoles provide
added functionality.

An ultra thin and near-seamless matrix of displays
provides critical content to your staff in high definition.

Console furniture provides operators with a productive
work area for critical applications. However, there is
often a requirement for other specialized furniture items
to further enhance productivity. We can also manufacture
custom enhancements attached to the console furniture
itself including cases for hardware, locking storage units
or shelving for top of slat wall.

The next-generation Matrix Data Wall System delivers
a new level of visual performance and is optimized for
uninterruped 24x7 operation. This immersive, flexible
Matrix solution combines the industry’s thinnest profile
ultra-narrow bezel LED LCD wall system that supports
extended operation, requires minimal installation space and
provides outstanding improvements in design and service.

The Command Watch family of console furniture enhances your
control room with the superior aesthetics required to convey
your commitment to technology. Combining quality materials
and exceptional design ensures functionality, productivity and
operator comfort for years to come.

VISIT WWW.COMMAND-WATCH.COM

Made using sustainable
recycled materials.

100% made
in America
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